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LANnet Managed ADSL Service Definition
Service Overview
The InTechnology LANnet Managed ADSL service represents one of the connectivity
options within the InTechnology LANnet Service portfolio. It is a broadband service aimed
at businesses wishing to connect small to medium size offices to the corporate network.
The service includes a high specification terminating router that acts as the service
demarcation point. Reporting information relating to the service is available through the
web portal.
The InTechnology LANnet Managed ADSL service delivers up to two bandwidth services;
including private VPN, any of InTechnology’s managed data services, Internet etc. In
certain situations, the LANnet Managed ADSL service can be used as a ‘back-up’ to
increase the availability of a site that has a ‘primary’ leased line or Ethernet circuit.
Service Description
The LANnet managed ADSL service uses a shared, contended infrastructure to transport
data from customer sites to the InTechnology core. The service requires a Kingston
Communications telephone line; if this does not exist, a new line will need to be sourced
from KCom by the customer. The router located on the customer site forms part of the
service and is polled every 5 minutes for fault detection and reporting purposes.
InTechnology provides ongoing configuration management of this router as well as using it
to diagnose connectivity problems when necessary.
See Table 1 below for details of line speed connectivity:
Table 1 - Parameters for InTechnology LANnet Managed ADSL Service
Service

Upstream Speed

Downstream Speed

LANnet Managed ADSL Max

Adaptive up-to 832Kbps

Adaptive up to 8192Kbps

The actual speed of the line will depend upon several factors including the noise conditions,
the condition of the line and the distance from the serving exchange.
Actual data throughput at any point in time depends on a number of factors including the
level of collective use of the underlying shared network. The InTechnology LANnet
Managed ADSL service uses the elevated throughput service from our supplier increasing
throughput during periods of high network utilisation, however InTechnology cannot
commit to deliver specific data transfer rates on any ADSL line.
Service Design
Customer data is carried over the Kingston Commumications telephone access circuit, then
through the ADSL infrastructure and on to the InTechnology resilient core platform. User
connections are authenticated on the InTechnology resilient authentication servers and the
data tunnels are delivered to the appropriate VPN(s); typically this would be the
customer’s private VPN.
Dynamic Line Management (DLM)
Dynamic line management operates on the ADSL rate-adaptive services. DLM effectively
tunes the lines performance to maximize speed and stability. Historical performance data
will be gathered periodically from the lines and this will be used to identify those lines
which are performing badly. These lines will then be re-configured automatically (if

possible) to give an improvement in their overall ADSL performance and stability. This reconfiguration will result in a short break (typically 20 seconds) in the end user service.
It is possible that re-configuration of a line could occur daily until a stable configuration is
found although it is expected that the majority of poorly performing lines will only require
1-2 re-configurations before reaching a stable point. The DLM process may result in a
decrease in the ADSL line rate, but this will only occur where a line is identified as
performing badly at a higher rate. DLM will also use interleaving to fix problem lines, and
this will result in an increase in the delay over the connection, which may affect some
delay sensitive services. The DLM process may also be applied manually as part of the
standard repair process following an end user fault report.
Service Installation

InTechnology configures the network and ships the configured router to the customer, the
customer is required to connect the configured router to the ‘enabled’ line.
Lead times
The target lead time to provide orders is between 10 and 15 working days and depends on
the availability of a line. Actual times may vary depending on customer availability for
appointment and any additional infrastructure shown to be required by the line plant
survey if a new line is required.
Charging

Charging for this service is based on a connection fee and then on a monthly rental basis
and is billed monthly in advance. Charging does not include the provisioning of a new line
(if this is required).

Repair Service Levels
A single service repair level is available in the Hull area.
o

Standard care offers a 48 clock hour clear within InTechnology, but no guaranteed
response time. No out of hours engineering visits are scheduled under standard
care.

If InTechnology determines that a fault on a managed ADSL service lies with the customer
premises equipment (CPE), InTechnology will aim to deliver a pre-configured replacement
device for customer ‘self-replacement’ the next business day.

Service Level Agreement
Service Availability
Service Availability is measured at the on-site router as the percentage up-time seen by
the InTechnology network management system. This percentage availability is reported
on a monthly and last twelve months basis. The Service Level Agreement offered by
InTechnology is that over a twelve month period the percentage up-time will be at least
99.0% for a Managed ADSL service with Standard care level.
Service Element
Managed ADSL – Standard Care

Percentage Up-Time over 12 Months
99.0%

Service Credits
After the access circuit has been in service for 12 months, the customer may claim any
service credits due. A service credit will be due if the availability has fallen below the
specified minimum availability percentage averaged over the last twelve months, as
reported by the InTechnology network management system, adjusted for the following
incidents:
•
•
•
•
•

Service unavailable due to planned or emergency maintenance or during the
maintenance window specified in the Customer Service Plan
Loss of power to the InTechnology equipment at the customer site
Unauthorised interference with the cabling to the on-site InTechnology equipment
Faults traced to the Customer or to faults on the Customer's side of the service
termination point including local power or local area network failure
Service unavailable due contractual service suspension or to Force Majeure

Planned maintenance can involve a temporary suspension of parts or all of the services in
order to enable InTechnology to undertake vital remedial, maintenance or upgrade work.
Controlled outages will always be notified to the Customer at least 7 days in advance and
be planned in such a way as to have minimum impact on the Customer's operations.
Emergency maintenance required as a result of identifying a problem through ongoing
monitoring and management, that could potentially cause an outage or failure of the
Service, will be notified to the Customer at the earliest possible time and be managed in
such a way as to have minimum impact on the Customer's operations.
Any service credits due are calculated as follows:
If the availability of a site, measured over 12 months, is lower than the committed figure,
a proportionate amount of the annual charge will be refunded by way of a service credit.
The proportion will be the committed availability percentage minus the achieved

availability percentage. For example, if the committed availability is 99.5% and the
achieved availability is 98.0%, the service credit is 1.5% of the annual charge.

